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In this paper we shall study the completely decomposable torsion free abehan 
groups any pure subgroup of which is completely decomposable, again. Concerning 
the groups the type set of which satisfies the maximum condition we obtain a full 
description (Theorem 1). For to describe the class of all such groups it suffices to 
know all such groups the type set of which contains an infinite increasing sequence 
fj < Т2 < ... such that for every fef(G) there is f ^ f„ for some n and the set 
{f, f e f(G), T ^ f„} is inversely well ordered for every n (Theorem 2). 
All the groups considered below will be torsion free abelian groups. In what follows 
we shall use the following notation: h^{g) (T^^ig), ^^{o) resp.) denotes the p-height 
(the height, the type resp.) of the element g in the group G, If т is a height then f 
will be the type to which the height т belongs. By T(G) we denote the set of the types 
of all direct summands J^ of a completely decomposable group G = J] J^ (it is well-
aeA 
known that T(G) is an invariant of G — see Theorem 46.1 in [l]). f(G) will denote the 
type set of the group G, i.e. the set of the f^(^) for з11 g e G, g Ф 0. Other notation 
and terminology will be essentially that as in [1]. Especially, r[G) is the rank of G 
and fi II Т2 denotes the incomparability of the types т ,̂ 2̂-
We start our investigations with some prehminary lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let Ji, i = 1, 2, 3 be three reduced torsion free groups of rank one and 
of the types f j-, i = 1, 2, 3 satisfying %2 || ^3, f 1 ̂  T2 v f3. Then the group G = 
= Ji 4- «̂2 + «̂3 contains a pure subgroup which is not completely decomposable. 
Proof. Let JP be a prime for which J^ (and hence J2, J3) is not p-divisible. Let us 
take the elements 0 ф w,- e Ĵ , i = 1, 2, 3, with h^{u^) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. We are going 
to show that S = {u^ + pu2, u^ + Р^з}* is not completely decomposable. Proving 
indirectly let us suppose S = /^ + li- Then necessarily f(/i) = Т2, ^(/2) = "̂ з ^^^ 
hence u^ + pu2 e l i , u^ + pu^, e/2. Further p{u2 — 1/3) = (wi + pu^) — 
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- (^1 + риз) G 5, hence U2 - Us^S, S being pure in G. Therefore U2 - u^ = 
= ^1 + 2̂5 ^1 e / i , /?2 el2, from hich 27(1̂ 2 — W3) = ph^ + ph2 = {u^ + PU2) ~ 
— (wi + PW3). In view of the form of S we have ph^ = ŵ  + pu2 which yields a con­
tradiction with hp{ui) = 0. 
Lemma 2. Le^ J,-, i = 1, 2, 3 b^ ?/zree reduced torsion free group of rank one and 
of the types î^ i = 1? 2, 3. If any pure subgroup ofG = J^^J2^-Jz ^^ completely 
decomposable then the set {f ̂  n 2̂? ^1 ^ ^z-> ^2 ^ з̂» ^i '^ "̂2 '^ ^3} ^̂  ordered [in 
the natural order of the types) and contains at most two different elements. 
Proof, a) If the types f ̂  n 12, т^ n Тз, Т2 п Тз, f̂  n Т2 n 13 are pair-wise different 
and 0 Ф Wj. e J^, i = 1, 2, 3 are arbitrary elements then the pure subgroup S = 
= (wj + W2? ^2 + Wsjjof G contains the elements Wj + U2,Ui — u^ = (MJ + U2) — 
— (^2 + W3), «2 + W3, Ui + 2i/2 + W3 = (wi + W2) + (^2 + W3) of these four 
types and therefore it is not completely decomposable. 
b) Let the set {т^ n f 2, f 1 n f 3, Î2 n 13, т^ n Т2 n f 3} contains two incomparable 
types. Without loss of generality we can assume f ̂  n T2 || f ̂  n 13. For Т2 n 13 = 
= f J n Т2 v̂ e have т^ n Т2 = "̂ i n Т2 n f 3 ^ f ̂  n f 3 — a contradiction. Similarly 
we show that f 2 '^ "̂ з cannot be equal to f ̂  n f 3 so that f 2 n f 3 = f ̂  n 12 n Тз by the 
part a). Since all the J^, i = 1, 2, 3 are reduced there exists a prime p and the elements 
0 Ф WfG J,., i = 1, 2, 3 with /ip(wi) = 0, h^{u2) ^ 1, /гр(мз) ^ 1. Let us suppose 
that the pure subgroup S = {u^ -\- U2, u^ + u^]% of G is completely decomposable, 
5: - /f + /2. Then necessarily f(Ji) = fi n Î2, f(/2) = ^ 1 0 x 3 and Wi + U2 el^, 
Wj + M3 G/2. Now W2 ~ W3 = (i/i + U2) - (MI + W3) yields /1 (̂1/2 - M3) = 0 -
a contradiction. Therefore the set {т^ n f 2, т^ n î^, Î2 <̂  "̂ з, т^ n Т2 n f 3} is ordered. 
c) If the set {f ̂  n Т2, f ̂  n Тз, Т2 n Тз, т^ n Т2 n Тз} contains two different ele­
ments then we can without loss of generality assume that f ̂  n Т2 > f ̂  n ^2 '^ ^з-
Then f ĵ  n f 3 = ^2 »̂  "̂ 3 = "̂ 1 «̂  "̂ 2 '^ ^3 because the assumption f ̂  n f 3 > f ^ n 
n f2 n f3 (and similarly f2 n f3 > f̂  n 12 n Тз) leads to a contradiction f̂  n 12 n 
n Тз = (fi n Т2) n (f 1 n Тз) > f 1 n Т2 n Тз. Lemma 2 is therefore proved. 
Lemma 3. Let J^, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 be five reduced torsion free groups of rank one 
and of the types f,-, i == 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 satisfying f ̂  n Тз || Тз n Т4 an J fg ^ (f ^ n Т2) n 
n (тз n ^4). Then the group G = J^ -i- J2 4- J3 + J4. + J5 contains a pure sub­
group which is not completely decomposable. 
Proof. Let 0 Ф Ui e Ji, i = I, 2, 3, 4, 5 be arbitrary elements. If the pure subgroup 
S = |t/i + U2, W3 + W4, W5}* is completely decomposable then it suffices to use 
Lemma 1 for obtaining of a pure subgroup of S (and hence of G) which is not com­
pletely decomposable. 
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Lemma 4. (see [7]). Let H be a pure subgroup of a torsion free group G, G = GJH, 
The T%) = V T̂ (öf + h) for any ^ e G, ^ 4= Ö. 
heH 
Proof. It is clar that T^(f) ^ V '^%9 + h). On the other hand, if the equation 
heH 
p^x = g is solvable in G then p^x = g + h for some heH and we are ready. 
Lemma 5. Let H = Y^ J„ be a completely decomposable torsion free group of 
n = l 
infinite countable rank and J be a torsion free group of rank one such, that 
f(j) II f(J„) and f(J„) ^ ^{Jn+i)^ ^ ~ 1, 2, . . . Then the group G = H -j- J contains 
a pure subgroup which is not completely decomposable. 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity we shall write simply f, î„ instead of f(j), f( J„). 
For the types f, f j , f„ we can with respect to Lemma 2 assume that the types f n f̂  
and T„ = fi n f„ are comparable. Since f ^ f n f̂  ^ f„ for some n is impossible 
we get f n fi < f„ for all n = 1,2,. . . We must consider two cases: 
a) There exists a prime p such that J is p-divisible and J„, for some n, is not p-
divisible. Without loss of generality we can assume n = 1, Let us take 0 Ф ы G J 
arbitrarily and 0 Ф ŵ  G Ji such that h^(u^ = i. If the pure subgroup S = [u -h u^, 
Ui — U2, U2 — W3,..., M„ — Un+i, . . . } * if G of completely decomposable then neces­
sarily 5*(T n fi) = {ui — U2, U2 — W3,..., w„ — w,f+i, . . • } * must be a direct sum-
mand of S. But any element of S ~ S*{î n f 1) is clearly of the type f n f i (= f n î„), 
hence it is of finite /^-height, while the factor-group 5/5*(f n fj) is p-divisible owing 
to Lemma 4. This contradiction shows that S is not completely decomposable. 
b) Now we can assume that if J is p-divisible then so is H. Let pi, P2, -•- be the 
sequence of all primes in increasing order of magnitude and 0 Ф м G J is an arbitrary 
element. In this case, it is easy to see that we can choose the elements 0 Ф i/̂  G J,-
with ftp.(wf) ^ h^.{u). As in the part a) let us take S = {u + w ,̂ u^ — W2, «2 — W3, . . . 
..., M„ — M„+i, . . . } * . Any element from S + S*(T n т^) is of the type т n f̂  while 
the factor-group SJS*(T n f 1) is of the type î' ^ f by Lemma 4. The same arguments 
as in the part a) show that S is not completely decomposable. 
Lemma 6. Let î, f be two incomparable types and J be a torsion free group of 
00 
rank one and of the type т. Further, let H = J] *^n be a completely decomposable 
torsion free group of infinite countable rank where 'r(J„) = f„ ^ т' and f„ n f = 
== f' n Î for all n = 1,2, ... Then G = H + J contains a pure subgroup which is 
not completely decomposable. 
Proof. For any n = 1, 2 , . . . there is f || t„ since the assumption t ^ f„ leads to 
a contradiction f ^ f' n f = f„ n f = f„ ^ f' while the assumption f„ ^ t leads to 
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a contradiction f ' ^ f n f = f „ n f = f. As in the preceding proof we shall consider 
two cases: 
a) There exists a prime p such that J is p-divisible and H is not p-divisible. Taking 
0 =t= w e J arbitrarily and 0 Ф UIG Ji such that h^{ui) = i we easily obtain that the 
group S = {u + Ml, Ml — M2, M2 ~ M3, ..., M„ — M^+i, ...}2 contains only the 
elements the types of which are either greater than or equal to f' or equal to f n f'. 
If S is completely decomposable then S(f') is a direct summand of S. But any element 
of S — S(î') is of the type î n f', hence it is of finite /^-height, while the factor-group 
S/S(f') is p-divisible owing to Lemma 4. This contradiction shows that S is not com-
pletely decomposable. 
b) We shall assume now that if J is p-divisible then so is H. We omit the proof of 
this part since it is similar to the proof of the corresponding part of the preceding 
Lemma. 
Lemma 7. Let G be a completely decomposable torsion free group having the 
property that for any four not necessarily different elements f,-, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 
from T{G) with t^ n Т2 || T3 n 14 there is G(î^ n 12) n G{T^ n z^) = 0. Then for 
any three elements fi , 2̂? ^sfrom T(G) the set {TI n T2, TI n T3, Т2 n T3, Xi n T2 n 
n T3} IS ordered and contains at most two different elements. 
Proof. If the considered set is not ordered then we can without loss of generality 
assume that î^ n Т2 || t j n f3 which implies 0 #= (j(ti) ^ G(f 1 n 12) n G(f 1 n 13) — 
a contradiction. Now if in the considered set is f 1 n ^2 > "̂ i ^ "̂ 2 ^ "̂ з then neces­
sarily t i n f3 = T2 n Тз = fi n Т2 n f3 (see the part c) of the proof of Lemma 2). 
Lemma 8. Let G be a completely decomposable torsion free group satisfying the 
condition of the preceding Lemma. If т'„, т^ are elements of T(G) such that f/, n 
n f'̂  = f„ and fi > Т2 > . . . then for any n — 1, 2, ... there is either т„ = x[ n f̂  
or t„ = Ti n T„. 
Proof. For n = 1 there is nothing to prove. For n > 1 WQ have fi ^ f 1 n f„, 
f̂  ^ f„ and hence fi n f,', ^ f„. For fi n f,', > f„ Lemma 7 gives fi n f̂  > f„ = 
= f̂  n f'„' = fi n f̂ ' and we are ready. 
Lemma 9. L f̂ G = J + X! *̂« ^^ ^ completely decomposable torsion free group 
n=--l 
satisfying the condition of Lemma 1 where J, J„, и = 1, 2, ... are of rank one and 
of the types f(j) = f, f(j„) = f̂ î and f n f̂  = f„, f„ > T„+I, Î̂ = 1,2, ... If S is 
a rank one pure subgroup of G such that S n J = 0, S n J„ = 0, n = 1,2, ... 
then t(S) = T„for some n. 
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Proof. If an element 0 ф s e S has a non-zero component in / , s = w + ^ w,. 
к i=l 
0 Ф M e J, 0 Ф UiE J„., «1 < ^2 < . . . < Wfc, /c ^ 1 then f^(s) = f n f) ^n, = 
к ' к i = l 
= Q x„. = f„ .̂ If the component of s in J is zero, 5 = ^ ŵ , 0 Ф i/̂ - e J„., ŵ  < 
< «2 < ... < «b /c ^ 2 then f n f;̂ _̂  > f n f;̂  = î„^ yields f;̂ _̂  n f̂^ = f n 
'^ Ku by Lemma 7 and î%s) = т;̂  n t;^ n ... n f;̂ _̂  n f̂^ = f;̂  n t;^ n .. . 
••• ^ C - 2 ^ ^ ^ ^«. = «̂1 n f„̂  n ... n f„^_^ n f„^ = f„ .̂ 
Lemma 10. Let G be a completely decomposable torsion free group having the 
property that for any four not necessarily different elements f;, z = 1, 2, 3, 4 
from T(G) with f ̂  n Т2 || 13 n Т4 Йегг is G(f ^ n T2) n С(тз n î^ = 0. T/ien any 
finite set î^, 2̂? •••? "̂n ^f elements of T(G) contain two elements having the same 
intersection as this set. 
Proof. We shall use the induction by n. For n = 3 our assertion follows immedi-
ately from Lemma 7. Let us suppose n > 3 and our assertion is true for n — 1. By 
the induction hypothesis we can without loss of generahty assume т^ n f2 n .. . 
... n f„_ 1 = Ti n T2 hence f̂  n f2 n ... n t„ = f̂  n T2 n f„ and our lemma follows 
by the induction hypothesis. 
Lemma 11. Under the hypothesis of the preceding lemma the set {f', т' e T(G), 
f' < T} where f is an arbitrary element of f(G) contains at most one maximal 
element. 
Proof : Suppose that f̂ , ^2 ^^^ two maximal elements of the considered set. Then 
necessarily f ̂  || f 2 and the inclusion 0 ф G(f) ^ G(TI) n G(f2) together with the 
preceding lemma yields a contradiction. 
Lemma 12. Let G = YJ ̂ a ^^ ^ completely decomposable torsion free group 
aeA 
where J^ is of rank one and of the type î^. If A is uncountable and for any oc, ß e A, 
a Ф ^ there is t^ || Xß and т^ n Тр = т then G contains a pure subgroup which is not 
completely decomposable. 
Proof. Let В be any infinite countable subset of A. We can clearly assume that В 
00 
is the set of all ordered couples (z, j) of natural integers. Hence Я = ^ /^ = X Ju 
аеВ ij=l 
is a countable direct summand of G. If Pi, i?2? ••• is the sequence of all primes in 
increasing order of magnitude then we can choose 0 Ф u^^eJi^ z,j = 1,2, . . . 
with hp.(uij) ^ j . Let / be one of the J^, осф В and 0 ф м G J an arbitrary element. 
Taking 0 Ф Мд e /^, J^ Ф J, аф В arbitrarily let us put S = {u — u^, и — u^, 
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ae л — в, i,j = 1, 2, ...}J. Supposing S is completely decomposable we get that 
{u ~ Uij, i, 7 = 1,2,.. .}2 is contained in a countable completely decomposable direct 
summand S' of S. On the one hand the factor group SjS' is homogeneous of the 
type f since so is S. On the other hand from the uncountabihty of S it follows the 
existence of и ~ и^ф S\ Further, if ki is a natural integer, /c,- < h^.{u^ + 1 (here 
we put 00 + 1 = oo) then h^.{u^ — w -̂̂ .) = h^.{{u — м,-,̂ .) — (и — u^)) ^ k^. 
Therefore, by Lemma 4, the coset (u — u^) + S' is at least of the type f̂  > t — 
a contradiction proving our lemma. 
Lemma 13. Let G be a completely decomposable torsion free group of finite 
rank n, G=Ji + J2 + -.•-{• Jn ^^à let S be a pure subgroup of G of rank r < n. 
Then S contains a maximal linearly independent set s^, 52, -•-, s^. of the form 
n 
(1) 5i = Xi + X h,i^i^ 
i = r + l 
fi 
S^ — ^r ~^ L^ K,i^i ' 
where Xi e Ji in a suitable enumeration of J /5 . 
Proof. We shall use the induction by r. For r = 1 there is nothing to prove. For 
n 
r > 1 we can assume that 0 Ф si = x^ + ^ Я-х-, х- e J,-, i = 1, 2, ..., n, x[ Ф 0 is 
i = 2 
n 
an arbitrary element of S. The group S n [Yj Jt) is of rank r — 1 since the factor-
n n n i = 2 
group SJS n ( ^ Jf) ^ {5 ^ Jf}/ ^ Jf is non-zero of rank one. By the induction 
i = 2 i = 2 i = 2 
hypothesis it clearly contains a maximal linearly independent set s'2,..., ŝ  of the form 
(J29 •••> Л ä̂ *̂  suitably enumerated) 
n 
•̂ 2 ~ ^2 + 2^ '^2,i^i ? 
s'y — ^r '^ Ь K,i^i • 
Now it is easy to see that if we add a suitable linear combination of S2, ..., ŝ  to a suit­
able multiple of s\ (rewritten in a new enumeration of J2, ..., /„) we get a maximal 
linearly independent set of S having the form (l). 
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Lemma 14. Let Gi = ^ Ji and Gj = Y,h ^^ completely decomposable torsion 
i = i j = i 
free groups of finite ranks n^, П2 resp. If S is a pure subgroup of G = G^^ + G2 
of rank r < Hi + ^2, r{S n G,) = r,-, i = 1, 2, г = r^ + Г2 + r' then S contains 
a maximal linearly independent set s^, S2, ..., 5,̂ , t^, t2, ..., t^^, u^,U2, ...,u^^ of 
the form 




i = r i + l 
"1 
•^ l i ' ^ r i , ! ^ / ' 
1=Г2+1 
"2 
2̂ = У2 + Z /^2,rJt. 
1=Г2+1 
"2 
Г̂2 = УГ2 + E /^r2,».Vi' 
1=Г2+1 
«I П2 
" i = ^ n + i + E ^1,.-^/+ E >^иУ1^ 
i = r i + r ' + l 1* = Г2+1 
ni «2 
W2 = ^ri + 2 + E ^2,f^i + E ^2,гУе. 
i = r i + l ' ' + l » = Г2+1 
/Il П2 
" г ' = ^ r i + r ' + E ^г 'Л^/ + E ^r',r>^. 
i = ri+r' + l i = r2+i 
where x,- e Jf, j ^ - e/^- in a suitable enumeration of the groups Ji and Ij. 
Proof. We shall use the induction by r'. For r' = 0 it suffices to use Lemma 13 
for 5 n Gf, г = 1, 2. For r' > 0 let S' be any pure subgroup of S of rank г — 1 
containing S n G^, S n G2. By the induction hypothesis 5 ' contains a maximal 
linearly independent set s[, s^, ..., 5̂ ,̂ t[, Г2,..., t^.^, u[, U2, ..., w^-i havingthe form 
like (2) (where instead of x,-, yj are x-, j ^ - etc.). It is easy to see that one can choose 
ni И2 
an element ŵ , in S — 5' having the form u^^ = E ^r'j^'i + E ^r'jy'i- ^^^^ 
i = ri+r' i = i'2+ 1 
not all v^r i are equal to zero since for v .̂ .̂ = 0, i = r^ + r\ ..., n^ the element w .̂ 
lies in S n G2 and therefore in S\ Now the proof can be easily finished. 
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Lemma 15. Let 
д ^ N^21,^22, . . . , «2« 
be a regular matrix over the ring of integers and let us denote its determinant 
n 
by D. If for some integers y^, 72» •••Л« a prime p divides all the ^ y,.a,y, j = 1, 
2 , . . . , n then p divides all the y^D, i = 1, 2, .., n. 
Proof. Considering a row vector у = {у^,у2, •-., y„) as a (1, n)-matrix we can 
multiply the matrix product 7 . A by the adjoint matrix of A on the right from which 
the assertion easily follows. 
« 1 П2 
Lemma 16. Let G^ =Y,'^i ^^^ ^2 = Y^Ij be completely decomposable torsion 
free groups of finite ranks n^, П2 respectively satisfying f̂  n f2 = f for any 
f,. 6 f(G,), Ï = 1,2. Let S, S'be pure subgroups of G = Gl + G2 suchthat{S n G^+ 
+ S n G2) ^ 5 ' £ 5. Then the factor-group SJS' is homogeneous of the type f. 
Proof. If we denote r(S n G )̂ = Гр i = 1, 2, r{S') = r, r = r^ + Г2 + r\ then 
by Lemma 14 S' contains a maximal linearly independent set of the form (2). Any 
non-zero element from S — S' has a non-zero multiple which is a linear combination 
of the elements Xi, X2,..., x„^, y^, y2,..., y„2 ^^^ ̂ ^^ corresponding coset of SJS' 
clearly contains an element 5 Ф 0 of the form 
(3) 
И1 R2 
i-n+r' + l 1 = Г2 + 1 
where not all QI and not all c^ are equal to zero. From the linear independence of 
5i, S2, ..., 5̂ p ti,t2,..',t^^,Ui,U2,...,u^', s it immediately follows the linear in-
И2 « 2 И2 " 2 
dependence of the elements £ t̂Tî ŷ,., £ %2,ГУР---. Z ^Г'1УЬ Z ö-r^rand 
i = Г2 + 1 i = Г2 + 1 i = Г2 + 1 i = Г2 + 1 
therefore the vectors Xj = (xy,,,+1, ..., Xj^„^), j = 1, 2 , . . . , r, and a = (ОГ,2 4. j , ..., a„^) 
are linearly independent as rational vectors. Without loss of generality (taking a suit­
able enumeration of y's) we can assume that the determinant 
D = 
^ 1 , Г 2 + 1 ' ^1,Г2 + 2 ' 
^ 2 , Г 2 + 1 ' ^ 2 , г 2 + 2? 
' ^ r ' , 1 -2+1 ' ''^»•',Г2+2? 
^ 1 - 2 + 1 ' ^Г2 + 2 ' 
•> ^ 2 , г 2 + г ' + 1 
• ' ^г',Г2 + г'+1 
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is non-zero. Now for an arbitrary element 5' e S' there exist the integers a, a^, аз. ••• 
n Г2 
•••'О^гР ß^ßi^-'-^ßri^ Уп + ь •••. Гп+г' with а ф О and OLS' = Y,^i^i •^Y.ßi^i'^ 
г' i = l i = l 
+ YJ УГ1 + 1^1- Using (2) and (З) one easily get 
1 = 1 
(4) a(5 + 5') = E a,x, + X ( Е М л + Ге)^/ + 
i = l t = ri + l j=l 
+ I d ^Aji + I г.,+jVji + â O ^i + 
i = ri+r' + l j=l j=l 
Г2 И2 Г2 r' 
From the fact that any type from T(GI) has with any type from T(G2) the same inter­
section f we conclude that for almost all primes p and all г = 1, 2 , . . . , n; j = 1, 2 , . . . 
..., и all the min {h^{x^, ^%У]?} ^^^ equal to the same к (depending on p, of course), 
where к is either a natural integer, or 0 or 00. If p is such a prime then either all 
/i^(xf), i = 1, 2, ..., П1 or all h^{yj)J = 1,2,..., П2 are equal to k. For such a prime /7 
which moreover does not divide D and all non-zero Qi, Op z = r^ + r' + 1, . . . , n^, 
j = Г2 + 1, ..., «2 we now consider two cases. 
a) h%x^) = /г^(х2) = ... = h%x„) = к =^ 00. If h%(x{s + s')) = к + I then from 
(4) one get p^ \ a,-, f = 1, 2 , . . . , r^, hence p^ | y^^ + i, i = 1, 2 , . . . , r' and finally p ' | OCQI 
and p^ I a. Therefore h^(s + s') ^ k. 
b) /г^(>;,) = /z^(j;2) = .. . = h%y^;) = к Ф œ. If /i^(a(5 + s') = к + I then 
p^ I ßi, i = 1, 2 , . . . , Г2. Hence p^ | ( E rn+j^jr + ^^^0' г = ^̂2 + 1. • • •. ̂ 2- Ву Lemma 
j = i 
15 p^ I aD and p^ | a. Therefore hp(s + s') S К again. 
Let p be a prime from the remaining set of primes. If the component of т at the 
prime p is finite then either all hp{x^), i = 1, 2 , . . . , n^ or all /ip(yy), j = 1, 2, ..., «2 
are finite. We consider these two cases separately. 
a) All the h%x^, i = 1,2,..., Hi are finite. Let к be the greatest element among 
the /ip(xf) and / the maximal exponent for which p^ divides some of non-zero integers 
Qi^ <^P Ï = ^1 + r' + 1, ..., И1, J = Г2 + 1, ..., П2. If h%oc{s + s')) = /c + / + m 
then У"""|а,., i = l , 2 , ..., n hence У"' '" |у,, + ̂ , i = l , 2 , ..., r' and p '̂*"'" | a^ .̂ 
Therefore p"" \ a and /z^(s + 5') ^ ic + /. 
W ^^^ ^^^ ^Р\У])^ J = 1,2,..., ^2 are finite. If к is the greatest element among the 
Kiyj) ^^^ ^ is the greatest exponent for which p^ \ D then for h%a{s + s') = /c + 
+ / + m we get ^ ^ ^ | ^^, f = 1, 2, ..., Г2, hence У^'" | ( E Уг.+Л. + ocd,), i = 
= Г2 + 1, . . . , П2 so that p'+m I a£) by Lemma 15 and p"" I a. Therefore / i % + s') < 
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Finally, if the component of т at the prime p is infinite then S is clearly p-divisible 
and hence SJS' is p-divisible, two. To finish the proof of Lemma 16 it suffices now to 
apply Lemma 4. 
Lemma 17. Let G^ = Y, Jt ^^<^ ^i = X^j ^^ completely decomposable torsion 
free groups of finite ranks fij, П2 respectively satisfying f ̂  n Т2 = т for any 
Ti G T(G^), i = 1, 2. / / S zs a pure subgroup of G = G^ + G2 then S is a direct sum 
of (S n Gl) -i- (iS n G2) and a completely decomposable group. 
Proof. It suffices to use Lemma 16 and Theorem 46.4 from [1]. 
In the following it will be useful this simple consequence of Theorem 1 from J. S. P. 
Wang's paper [2]. 
Wang's theorem. Let a torsion free group G be of the form G = G^ + G2 where G2 
is completely decomposable with inversely well-ordered type set and for any 
Ti G T(GJ), i = 1, 2 there is т^ ^ Î2- Then any pure subgroup S of G is a direct sum 
of S n Gl and a completely decomposable group. 
Now we are ready to prove the main result. 
Theorem 1. A completely decomposable torsion free group G the type set of 
which satisfies the maximum condition has the property that any its pure sub-
group is completely decomposable if and only if G = D -i- H where D is divisible 
and H reduced and 
a) for any four not necessarily different elements f̂ , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 from Т{Н) 
with f 1 n T2 II "̂ 3 ̂  ^A there is Щт^ n ^2) n Я(тз n ^4) = 0, 
b) for any two incomparable elements т\ т'' from Т{Н) the set {f ̂  n 12, t̂  G T{H), 
Ti ^ T' n f", i = 1, 2} satisfies the minimum condition, 
c) for any three not necessarily different elements f 1, 2̂? "̂ з from Т(Н) with 
Тз II f 1 n 12 the subgroup H(îi n T2) is of finite rank, 
d) the set of all maximal elements of Т(Н) is at most countable. 
Proof. 1) Necessity: If the completely decomposable group G = D + H has the 
property that any its pure subgroup is completely decomposable then H has the same 
property. 
Condition a): We must consider three cases. 
a) If fi II T2 are from Т{Н), then H(fi) n Я(т2) = 0 by Lemma 1. 
ß) Let f 1, Т2, Тз be different elements from Т(Н), f̂  n T2 \\ T3. Let us suppose one 
of the f 1, Т2, say f̂ , is greater than or equal to т^. Then f3 = т^ n T3 > f̂  n T2 n 
n Тз = Ti n Т2 by Lemma 2, which contradicts to f ̂  n Т2 || f 3. Hence no of the т^, f 2 
is greater than (т^ n Î2) v Тз and it suffices to use Lemma 1. 
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y) Let the types f i, ^2, Тз, f̂ , be different elements from Т{Н), f ̂  n Î2 \\ ^2 n Î4.. 
Let us suppose that one of the f ̂ , say f ̂  is greater than or equal to (f ^ n TJ) V 
V ("̂ 3 ^ "̂ 4)- Taking arbitrarily the non-zero elements 1/3 e J3, W4 e J4 and denoting 
J5 = {мз + «4}^ we get ^(Js) = f5 = f3 n 14. For the pure subgroup 5 = J^ + 
4- »/2 + J5 of Я it holds Ti n f 5 > f 1 n f 2 = "̂ 2 «̂  "̂ 5 = ^1 '^ "̂2 ^ "̂5 owing to the 
hypothesis and Lemma 2. But then the inequality f̂  n f5 = f̂  n Тз n 14 = Тз n 
П 14 > f 1 П 12 contradicts to the incomparabihty of f ̂  n f 2 and f 3 n 14. Hence no 
of the f,., г = 1, 2, 3, 4 is greater than (т^ n 12) v (13 n 14) and it suffices to use 
Lemma 3. 
Condition b): Proving indirectly let us suppose that Т{Н) contains two in­
comparable elements f', f" such that there exist the elements î'„, f̂  in Т{Н) satisfying 
^n ̂  к = ^ю и̂ > т„+1 > f = f' n f", n = 1, 2 , . . . By Lemma 8 we can clearly 
assume that all the t'̂  are equal to the same ÎQ. Let JQ, J^, J2, . . . be the rank one 
direct summands of H (of a given complete decomposition) of the types ÎQ, T[, f 2 , . . . 
and let i/f e Jf, i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . be arbitrary non-zero elements. By hypothesis, the pure 
subgroup S = {UQ ~ Ui, i = 1, 2 , . . , ]" of H is completely decomposable. 
From the linear independence of the elements UQ, U^, W2, .. . it easily follows that 
S n Jf = 0, Ï = 0, 1, 2 , . . . so that by Lemma 9 S contains the elements of the types 
fi , 12,. . . , only. The types f', f" cannot be both comparable with infinitely many f„ 
since they are incomparable (f' < f„, f" < f„ cannot happen by a) while the other 
possibilities lead to the comparability of x', î"). Therefore one of the f', f'' is in-
comparable with infinitely many t„. Without loss of generality we can assume f' || f„, 
n = 1,2,. . . Let J ' be a rank one direct summand of Я of a given complete decompo­
sition of the type f'. Since f' Ф t^, n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . we have that the subgroup S + J' 
of Я is pure in Я. By applying of Lemma 5 to iS + J ' we get a contradiction. 
Condition c): First, let us have two incomparable elements t^, Т2 from Г(Я). 
For f > f 1 we have f 1 = f n f̂  > f n f̂  n ^2 = "̂ i '^ "̂ 2 = "̂  «̂  "̂ 2 by Lemma 2 
and it suffices to use Lemma 6. Now let т^, Т2, Тз be three different elements from 
T{H), t i n 12 II ^3 and let f' e Т(Я) be an element satisfying f' ^ f̂  n 12- Using 
Lemma 7 we have т' n Т2 ^ t i n 12 > t^ n ^2 ^ ^3 = "̂ i '^ "̂ з = ^2 '^ "̂ з î̂ <i 
f' n Т2 > f n Тз = f2 '^ "̂ 3 = ^1 П ^2 '^ "̂ 3 ffom which it easily follows that any 
type f 6 т(Я(^1 П T2)) has with Тз the same intersection f̂  n ^2 n 13. Hence 
Я(т 1 n 12) is necessarily of finite rank by Lemma 6. 
Condition d): Proving indirectly let us suppose that the set of all maximal elements 
of T(H) is uncountable. 
At first, let us assume that no element of Т(Н) is comparable with all other elements 
of T{H). In this case we consider two cases: 
a) т(Я) does not satisfy the minimum condition. Let f̂  > Т2 > ... be any infinite 
decreasing sequence of elements of т(Я) and let î be any element of Т{Н). The 
inequality f < f„, n = 1, 2, . . . is clearly impossible. If f is incomparable with in-
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finitely many f„ then using Lemma 10 we get a contradiction by applying of the same 
00 
method as in b). Therefore т ^ f„ for some n and Я = и Я(т„). Any Н{х„) is of 
finite rank by c) so that Я is countable contradicting to our hypothesis. 
ß) т(Я) satisfies the minimum condition. In this case т(Я) contains the least 
element f since the intersection of two minimal elements of т(Я) lies in т(Я). Let 
{f„, OLG A] be the set of all minimal elements of the set {x\ f' e т(Я), f' > f}. We 
shall divide the index set A into two disjoint subsets A^, А2Ш such a way that cce A^ 
iff Тд 6 T(H) and a e A2 i^ ^осФ Т(Н). If a Ф j5 are elements from A2, then x^ — 
= fi n f'̂ , Xß =z x'ß r\ fß, f̂ , f̂ ', Tß, Tß E Т(Н) by Lemma 10, and the condition a) 
implies f̂  || f̂ , f̂  || f̂ ', f̂ ' || f̂ , f̂ ' || f̂ . By the condition c) just proved, every Н{т^, 
a 6 A is of finite rank so that A is uncountable by the condition a). Now we can take 
rank one direct summands J^, cue A^, Jß, J'ß, ß e A2 of a given complete decomposi-
tion of Я such that f(J«) = f„, f(J^) = f̂ , f(J^) = y. If Up e Jß, u"ß e Jß, ß e A2 are 
arbitrary non-zero elements then 5̂  = X *̂a + Z {̂ V + ^д}* ^̂  ^ P̂ ^̂ ^ subgroup of Я 
ae^i ßeA2 
and Lemma 12 yields a contradiction. 
In the general case let there exist elements in Т(Н) comparable with any other 
elements of Т{Н) and let f be a maximal one with this property. If we put H^ = YJ J^ 
where f (/^) > f and Я2 = Z «/«where f ( J^) ^ î then the set of all maximal elements 
аеАг 
of T{H) coincides with the set of all maximal elements of Т(Н^) and hence it is count­
able by the preceding part. 
The proof of the necessity is therefore finished. 
2) Sufficiency: We divide this part into several cases: 
a) G is a reduced group of finite rank and no element from T(G) is comparable 
with all other elements from T{G). In this case T(G) contains the least element f. 
Let fi(G) be the set of all maximal elements of f(G). If TI(G), T2(G), . . . , ^^(G) are 
defined then let ffc+i(G) be the set of all maximal elements of T(G) not belonging to 
fi(G) n ^2{^) ^ "• ^ ^Jfi). In view of our hypothesis there exists a natural integer n 
such that '^„(G) = т. Now we shall use the induction by n. For я = 1 G is homo­
geneous of the type f and therefore any its pure subgroup is completely decomposable 
by Theorem 46.6 in [1]. For n > 1 let f 1, Î2, • • -, Т;, be all the minimal elements of the 
set {f', T' e f(G), f > î} and let S be any pure subgroup of G. Any G(ff), i = 1,2,. . . 
..., /c is a direct sum of those rank one direct summands J^of a given complete decom-
position of G the types of which are greater than or equal to f,-. By hypothesis, î ф T[G) 
к 
so that by a) and Lemma 12 we have G = ^ ^{^i}- Let fj > f̂ , f} > îj, i Ф ; be two 
elements from f(G). By a) and Lemma 7 we have x\ n t̂  > f̂  n Xj = x\ n îj and 
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îj n Xj > îi n îj = f;. n Tj = f; n f). Therefore Lemma 17 yields S n (G(ti) + ••• 
... + G(f,+ 0) = ^ ^ № i ) + ... + G(f,) + Sn G(T,+ I) 4- r„ i = 1, 2, . . .Д - 1, 
where T,- is completely decomposable. From this it immediately follows that S = 
oo fe - 1 
= Sr\G=^Y,>^^ ^{^i) + s ^i' Hence S is completely decomposable since 
5 n G(f f), Ï = 1, 2,. . . , /c are so by the induction hypothesis. 
jS) G is a reduced group, no element from T{G) is comparable with all other ele-
ments from T{G) and f(G) satisfies the minimum condition. In this case f(G) clearly 
contains the least element î. The set M of all minimal elements of the set of all types 
from f (G) greater than т is at most countable by the conditions a) and d). Assuming M 
finite we are led to the case a) owing to the condition a), and Lemma 10. Hence we 
can assume that M = {f̂ , Т2, ...} is infinite countable. If S is a pure subgroup of G 
00 
then as in the part a) we have G = Y, ^i^t) and S n (G(fi) + ... + G(ti+i)) = 
= S n (G(fi) + ... + G(f,.) + S n G(T,.+I) 4- Ti, i = 1, 2, ... The usual routine 
00 00 
in the theory of completely decomposable groups gives S = YJS n G(f,) 4- X f̂ 
i = l 1 = 1 
which finishes the proof of this part since any S n G{î^, i = 1, 2, . . . is completely 
decomposable by the part a). 
y) G is a reduced group, no element from T{G) is comparable with all other elements 
from T{G) and f(G) does not satisfy the minimum condition. Let f̂  > 2̂ > ••• 
be an infinite decreasing sequence of elements of f(G). If f„+i e T{G) then there is 
îe T{G), T II f„+i. t > t„ is clearly impossible and f > f„ is impossible by the 
condition a) (and Lemma 10). Thus f || î„. If f„+i ^ T{G), then t„+i = t̂  + i n f;'+i, 
where f^+i, K+i ^ T{G) by Lemma 10 and f^+i || î'^+t. It is easy to see that at least 
one of the elements f^+i, f̂ '+i is incomparable with f„. Hence G{î„) is of finite rank 
by the condition c). Since G(f„) has a finite type set we can assume "?„+1 is the maximal 
element in the set of all elements from f(G) less than f„ (it is unique by Lemma 11). 
If ^n,u ̂ n,2^ •••» ̂ n,k are all the minimal elements of the set of all elements of f(G) 
greater than or equal to f„ then one of them, say т„д, is f„_ j . The part a) shows that 
S n G(f„) is a direct sum of S n G(f„_ i) and a completely decomposable group T„„ ̂ . 
Further, no element f from T{G) can be less than all the f„ owing to the condition b). 
If f is incomparable with infinitely many f„ then we can without loss of generality 
assume that т || f„, n = 1, 2, ... Lemma 7 yields т„ = t^ n f„ > f„ n t = f̂  n f 
00 
which contradicts to the condition b). Therefore f > f„ for some n and G = \J G(f„). 
00 n = 1 
As in the preceding part the usual routine yields S = S n G(f i) 4- XI Tf which finishes 
the proof of this part. * " ̂  
ô) G is reduced. Let î be the maximal element of the set of all elements of T{G) 
which are comparable with any other element of T(G). If Gi is the direct sum of 
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those rank one direct summands of a given complete decomposition of G the type of 
which is greater than f and G2 is the complementary direct summand then 1(02) is 
clearly inversely well-ordered by a) and f̂  ^ f 2 for f ̂  e t(G^), i = 1, 2. If S is a pure 
subgroup of G then S is a direct sum of S n G^ and a completely decomposable group 
by Wang's theorem. S n G^ is pure in G^ so that it suffices to use the part ß) resp. y). 
г) G = D 4- Я where D is divisible and H reduced. If S is a pure subgroup of G 
then we can assume that S = SnD-[-S\S'^H owing the well-known properties 
of divisible groups (see [ l ] § 18, p. 63). Here S' is clearly pure in H so that it suffices 
to use the part ô). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is therefore complete. 
Now we are going to the general case. 
Lemma 18. Let G be a reduced completely decomposable group of the form 
00 
G = J ^ YJ Ji y^here J, J,-, i = 1, 2, . . . are of rank one and f̂  = T(«/I) < ^2 — 
= T(J2) < ... < t„ = f(/„) < .. . < f = f(j). Then G contains a pure subgroup 
"which is not completely decomposable. 
Proof. Let p be a prime for which J (and hence J^, J2, ...) is not p-divisible. Let 
us take the elements 0 ф м e J, 0 ф ŵ  G Ĵ -, i = 1, 2, ..., with h^{u) = h^{u^ = 0, 
i = 1,2, ... and let us put S = {w + pu^, и + pu2,..., w + pu„, . . . } * . If S is com-
00 
pletely decomposable then S can be written in the form S" = ^ 5„ where S„ is a homo-
geneous completely decomposable group of the type f̂ , and f̂  g f̂  + i, я = 1, 2, ... 
Then w + pui 6 Я 1 = Si + ^2 4- . . . + Sfc. By hypothesis there exists an element 
00 
и + pui the type of which is greater than TJ, SO that и -{- puiE H2 == X! ^j-
j = k+l 
Further, p{ui — w,) = (w + pu^) — (u + pu^ G S. Hence u^ — Ui€ S, S being pure 
in G. Therefore u^ — Ui = h^ + /i2, /ii е Я ^ , /I2GЯ2 from which p(wi — ŵ ) = 
P^i + P^2 = (M + jPWi) — (w + pWf). From the form of S it follows phi = и + pu^ 
which yields a contradiction with h^{u) = 0. 
Let us denote by Ш the class of all completely decomposable groups G having two 
following properties: 
1) the type set of G contains an infinite increasing sequence f ̂  < f 2 < • • • ŝ ^̂ ^ ^^^^ 
for every t G f(G) there is f g f„ for some n and the set {t, f G f(G), f ^ т„} is inverse­
ly well-ordered for every n, 
2) any pure subgroup of G is completely decomposable. 
Theorem 2. Лпу pwre subgroup of a completely decomposable torsion free group G 
is completely decomposable if and only if either f(G) satisfies the maximum con-
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dition and therefore G is of the form of Theorem 1, or G is of the form G = D -\-
4. Gj 4- G2 where D is divisible, G^ e Ш, T(G2) is inversely well-ordered and 
fj ^ Î2 for any îi e f(G,), i = 1, 2. 
Proof. For to prove the necessity we can clearly restrict ourselves to the case G 
reduced and the type set f(G) of G does not satisfy the maximum condition. Thus 
let f 1 < Т2 < . . . be an increasing sequence of elements of T(G) and let т e T(G), 
f > f„ for all и = 1, 2, ... If infinitely many of f„ ly in T{G) then Lemma 18 gives 
a contradiction. Thus we can assume no f„ lies in T{G). Since the condition a) from 
Theorem 1 does not depend on the maximum condition of the type set T(G) we can 
use Lemma 10. Thus for every n = 1,2,. . . there are elements f̂ , т'̂  in T{G) such that 
t ; n TI = f„, f; II T^. By Lemma 7 we have either т n î'„ n f^ = î n т'„ = TI, n т^ ^ 
S T n z'^orx n r'„n îl = x n î'n = t^ П f'„' ^ f n f̂  so that we can assume t n f̂  = 
= f,', n îl = T„. As is easy to see, G satisfies the condition c) of Theorem 1, so that 
G(f,',) is of finite rank and we can assume f̂  g т^ for no к < п. Let us suppose f̂  < f̂  
for some к < n. Then f̂̂  = т n f̂  = т^ n f JJ and î„ = т n т'„ = x'„ n x^ and т̂  = 
= fŷ  n f„ = f n fĵ  n f̂  = f n T„ = f„, a contradiction showing TJ, are pairwise 
incomparable. Now for n > к Lemma 7 gives т„ = f n т̂  > f̂  = f n f̂  = f̂  n f̂ . 
We choose the rank one direct summands J, J„ of G such that T(J„) = f̂ , f(J) = f, 
П = 1, 2, ... For 0 Ф w„e J„ we consider the pure subgroup S' = {ŵ  — U2, 
U2 — W3, .. . }^ . By the above the type set of 5 ' is just {î^, T2, . . . } . Since S' is completely 
decomposable we can select a direct summand S of S' + J satisfying all the conditions 
of Lemma 18. The obtained contradiction shows that no element of T(G) can be 
greater than some infinite increasing sequence of elements of t(G). 
Now let f(G) contains an infinite increasing sequence f ̂  < f 2 < ... and let f e f(G) 
be an arbitrary element. If т e T ( G ) then т || f ̂  is impossible by the condition c) of 
Theorem 1. If т ^ T{G) then x = Г n x\ x' || x'\ x\ x" e T{G) by Lemma 10. No 
of x\ x" is greater than all t„ by the preceding part and x' < t„, т" < f „ is impossible 
by the condition a) of Theorem 1. Thus at least one of the x\ x" is incomparable with 
infinitely many t„, which contradicts to the condition c) of Theorem 1. Hence either 
T < fi or f ^ f 1. We can write G = G^ + G2 where G^ = G(f 1) and G2 is the com­
plementary direct summand. By the preceding part, for every f̂  e x{G^, i == 1,2 
there is t^ > ^2. T(G2) is ordered by the condition a) of Theorem 1 and it is inversely 
well-ordered by the beginning of this proof. By the above, every f > т^ is comparable 
with any x„ so that x{G^) is ordered and the necessity follows easily. 
The sufficiency follows from Theorem 1 in the first case while in the second case 
any pure subgroup of G can be written in the form S = S n D + S\ S' ^ Gi + G2 
(by the well-known properties of divisible groups). Since S' is pure in Gj + G2, 
Wang's theorem implies that 5 ' is a direct sum of S' n G^ and a completely decom­
posable group. Finally S" n G^ is pure in G^, hence S' n Gj is completely decom­
posable by hypothesis and we are ready. 
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